MODULAR RIFLE CHASSIS SYSTEM

Folding Rifle Stock System Tactical

EVOLUTION OF THE MODERN RIFLE

Ashbury Precision Ordnance

SABER® - FORSSS®

Patented
**Shoulder Stock**

- Fully Adjustable Shoulder Stock Ergonomics
- Fixed, Folding Hinge or Detachable
- Tool-Less and Tool-Adjustable Models
- Limbsaver® Recoil Pad
- Standard Butt Hook w/optional Interchangeable Monopod
- Integral Flushcup Sling Swivel Points
- Comfortable for Right or Left Hand Shooting

**CENTER CHASSIS SECTION**

- Modularly Interchangeable (short, long and XL)
- A1-5rd, A2-10rd and A3 5/10rd
- Variable Angle Grip Adapters
- MAGPUL® Hand Grip
- Grip to Trigger Distance Adjustment
- Paddle Lever Magazine Release

www.AshburyPrecisionOrdnance.com

Utility and Design Patents Issued/Patents Pending
7,802,392 • D060,698 • D626,618 • D629,062 • D613,361 • D613,812 • D623,718 • D634,388 • D637,680 • D643,086 • D645,085 • D645,532 • D645,533
Completely modular rifle chassis system
Ergonomically designed for precision shooting
High strength alloy, composites and carbon fiber construction
“Bedding-less” action interface technology
Right and left hand models are standard
Adjustable cheekpiece, length of pull (LOP), recoil pad position, grip to trigger distance and optional Monopod position and height
Quattro forend “co-bore aligned” MIL-STD 1913 side rails

Interchangeable components and sub-assemblies
New modern HUNTER rifle chassis with adjustable shoulder stock, box magazine, and traditional style forend
Completely user maintainable in the field with SABER® Field Multi-Tool
SABER® Electro-Optic scope rings 30mm, 34mm, 35mm
Durable corrosion resistant protective finishes
Weight: 6.3 lbs (approx.)
Colors: Black. Optional special order Flat Dark Earth, OD Green and Gray

- HS PRECISION HTR
- McMillan G30 S/A - L/A 50BMG
- REMINGTON 700 S/A - L/A
- SURGEON 591 / 1086 / XL
- SAKO TRG-42
- SAVAGE 110BA
- WEATHERBY VANGUARD
**Ashbury Precision Ordnance Mfg.**
A Division of Ashbury International Group, Inc.
PO Box 8024, Charlottesville, VA. 22906-8024
Tel 434-296-8600, Fax 434-296-9260
www.AshburyPrecisionOrdnance.com
info@AshburyIntlGroup.com
Design and Utility Patents Pending.
SABER® and FORSST® are Registered Trademarks of Ashbury International Group, Inc.

**SABER®-FORSST® MODULAR RIFLE CHASSIS SYSTEM**

**System Diagram**

- SABER® EO Scope Rings
  - 30mm / 34mm / 35mm

- Push Button Adjustable Hybrid (PBA-H) Folding Shoulder Stock
- Monopod
- Hand Tool Adjustable (HTA) Fixed Shoulder Stock
- Grip Angle Adapters

- A1 5rd Magazine
- A2 10rd Magazine
- A3 5/10rd Magazine

- 60 MOA
  - 60 Moa - 60 M
- 40 MOA
  - 40 Moa - 40 M
- 30 MOA
  - 30 Moa - 30 M
- 20 MOA
  - 20 Moa - 20 M
- 0 MOA
  - 0 Moa - 0 M

- Ambi-TG Magazine Release
- Break Down Joint
- 12" 1913 Spec Accessory Rails
- 4" 1913 Spec Accessory Rails
- 4" EO Accessory Rail

**MADE IN USA**

**NRA Business Alliance**
*The Business of Freedom*